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noun re ca pit u la tion ˌrē kə ˌpi chə ˈlā shən synonyms of recapitulation 1 a concise summary 2
the hypothetical occurrence in an individual organism s development of successive stages
resembling the series of ancestral types from which it has descended so that the ontogeny of the
individual retraces the phylogeny of its group 3 the recapitulation theory of atonement sees the
atonement of christ as reversing the course of mankind from disobedience to obedience it believes
that christ s life recapitulated all the stages of human life and in doing so reversed the course
of disobedience initiated by adam 1 this view originated with irenaeus 125 202 ad 1 to retell or
restate briefly summarize recapitulate the main points of an argument he is best when commenting
on the words of others he is worst when attempting to recapitulate the history of sports or
boxing arthur krystal at the end of an hour long speech you should probably give a recapitulation
if you want your audience to remember anything you ve just said a recapitulation or recap is a
summary review or restatement the purpose of a recapitulation is to remind your reader or
audience of your main points fml us ˌri kəˈpɪtʃ əˌleɪt add to word list to repeat the main points
of an explanation or description t the passage recapitulates the version he offers in his
prologue definition of recapitulate from the cambridge academic content dictionary cambridge
university press examples of recapitulate recapitulate the recapitulation is the goal of the
sonata coming after the exposition and the development anything that precedes the exposition is
introduction and anything that follows the recapitulation is coda it answers the expectations set
forth by the exposition and it brings the essential sonata closure the theory of recapitulation
also called the biogenetic law or embryological parallelism often expressed using ernst haeckel s
phrase ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny is an historical hypothesis that the development of the
embryo of an animal from fertilization to gestation or hatching ontogeny goes through stages
resembling or repr add to word list formal for recap music specialized in classical music an act
of repeating an earlier theme tune especially at the end of a movement main part an uneventful
recapitulation leads to a brief coda the recapitulation brings only a brief reference to the
first theme fewer examples recapitulation noun ˌriːkəpɪtʃuˈleɪʃn countable uncountable formal
also recap the act of repeating or giving a summary of what has already been said decided etc a
brief recapitulation of the major findings want to learn more noun the act of recapitulating or
the state of being recapitulated a brief review or summary as of a speech biology the theory that
the stages an organism passes through during its embryonic development repeat the evolutionary
stages of structural change in its ancestral lineage verb i t fml us ˌri kəˈpɪtʃ əˌleɪt add to
word list to repeat the main points of an explanation or description t the passage recapitulates
the version he offers in his prologue definition of recapitulate from the cambridge academic
content dictionary cambridge university press examples of recapitulate recapitulate recapitulate
ˌriːkəˈpɪtjʊˌleɪt verb to restate the main points of an argument speech etc summarize tr of an
animal to repeat stages of its evolutionary development during the embryonic stages of its life
to repeat at some point during a piece of music material used earlier in the same work discover
more derived forms the recapitulation theory of the atonement is a doctrine in christian theology
related to the meaning and effect of the death of jesus christ while it is sometimes absent from
summaries of atonement theories 1 more comprehensive overviews of the history of the atonement
doctrine typically include a section about the recapitulation in pauline theology recapitulation
refers both to the headship of christ over his body the church and to the unity of all things the
whole cosmos under christ the latter meaning being probably intended in reply to a gnostic myth
of a primitive first man lord of creation where κεφαλή was ἀρχή power as in col 2 10 st irenaeus
1 the act of recapitulating esp summing up as at the end of a speech 2 also called palingenesis
biology the apparent repetition in the embryonic development of an animal of the changes that
occurred during its evolutionary history compare caenogenesis 3 music the problem arises when
recapitulation becomes the sum total of all that christ did for believers and in some systems
such as eastern orthodoxy recapitulation is held in opposition to the idea of substitutionary
atonement this eliminates a crucial component of the biblical doctrine of the atonement and of
the gospel itself the word recapitulation captures the idea that the ontogeny of the child
reenacts the phylogeny of the human species in other words the development of the individual
human being follows the evolutionary history of the entire human species thus children s play
passes through developmental stages of the human race in an evolutionary sequence but one of the
most significant aspects of irenaeus s theology articulated in against heresies is his doctrine
of recapitulation the notion that jesus christ recapitulated summed up all things in his work of
redemption see ephesians 1 10 recapitulate verb ˌriːkəˈpɪtʃuleɪt formal also recap intransitive
transitive verb forms to repeat or give a summary of what has already been said decided etc to
recapitulate briefly the three main points are these recapitulate on something to recapitulate
briefly on the three main points this theory states that ontogeny is a brief and incomplete
recapitulation of phylogeny or that an animal passes through stages in its development that are
comparable to those which its ancestors passed through during their evolution



recapitulation definition meaning merriam webster Apr 07 2024

noun re ca pit u la tion ˌrē kə ˌpi chə ˈlā shən synonyms of recapitulation 1 a concise summary 2
the hypothetical occurrence in an individual organism s development of successive stages
resembling the series of ancestral types from which it has descended so that the ontogeny of the
individual retraces the phylogeny of its group 3

recapitulation theory of atonement theopedia Mar 06 2024

the recapitulation theory of atonement sees the atonement of christ as reversing the course of
mankind from disobedience to obedience it believes that christ s life recapitulated all the
stages of human life and in doing so reversed the course of disobedience initiated by adam 1 this
view originated with irenaeus 125 202 ad

recapitulate definition meaning merriam webster Feb 05 2024

1 to retell or restate briefly summarize recapitulate the main points of an argument he is best
when commenting on the words of others he is worst when attempting to recapitulate the history of
sports or boxing arthur krystal

recapitulation definition meaning synonyms vocabulary com Jan 04
2024

at the end of an hour long speech you should probably give a recapitulation if you want your
audience to remember anything you ve just said a recapitulation or recap is a summary review or
restatement the purpose of a recapitulation is to remind your reader or audience of your main
points

recapitulate definition cambridge english dictionary Dec 03 2023

fml us ˌri kəˈpɪtʃ əˌleɪt add to word list to repeat the main points of an explanation or
description t the passage recapitulates the version he offers in his prologue definition of
recapitulate from the cambridge academic content dictionary cambridge university press examples
of recapitulate recapitulate

5 5 sonata form the recapitulation humanities libretexts Nov 02
2023

the recapitulation is the goal of the sonata coming after the exposition and the development
anything that precedes the exposition is introduction and anything that follows the
recapitulation is coda it answers the expectations set forth by the exposition and it brings the
essential sonata closure

recapitulation theory wikipedia Oct 01 2023

the theory of recapitulation also called the biogenetic law or embryological parallelism often
expressed using ernst haeckel s phrase ontogeny recapitulates phylogeny is an historical
hypothesis that the development of the embryo of an animal from fertilization to gestation or
hatching ontogeny goes through stages resembling or repr

recapitulation english meaning cambridge dictionary Aug 31 2023

add to word list formal for recap music specialized in classical music an act of repeating an
earlier theme tune especially at the end of a movement main part an uneventful recapitulation
leads to a brief coda the recapitulation brings only a brief reference to the first theme fewer
examples

recapitulation noun definition pictures pronunciation and Jul 30
2023

recapitulation noun ˌriːkəpɪtʃuˈleɪʃn countable uncountable formal also recap the act of
repeating or giving a summary of what has already been said decided etc a brief recapitulation of



the major findings want to learn more

recapitulation definition meaning dictionary com Jun 28 2023

noun the act of recapitulating or the state of being recapitulated a brief review or summary as
of a speech biology the theory that the stages an organism passes through during its embryonic
development repeat the evolutionary stages of structural change in its ancestral lineage

recapitulate english meaning cambridge dictionary May 28 2023

verb i t fml us ˌri kəˈpɪtʃ əˌleɪt add to word list to repeat the main points of an explanation
or description t the passage recapitulates the version he offers in his prologue definition of
recapitulate from the cambridge academic content dictionary cambridge university press examples
of recapitulate recapitulate

recapitulate definition meaning dictionary com Apr 26 2023

recapitulate ˌriːkəˈpɪtjʊˌleɪt verb to restate the main points of an argument speech etc
summarize tr of an animal to repeat stages of its evolutionary development during the embryonic
stages of its life to repeat at some point during a piece of music material used earlier in the
same work discover more derived forms

recapitulation theory of atonement wikipedia Mar 26 2023

the recapitulation theory of the atonement is a doctrine in christian theology related to the
meaning and effect of the death of jesus christ while it is sometimes absent from summaries of
atonement theories 1 more comprehensive overviews of the history of the atonement doctrine
typically include a section about the recapitulation

recapitulation in christ encyclopedia com Feb 22 2023

in pauline theology recapitulation refers both to the headship of christ over his body the church
and to the unity of all things the whole cosmos under christ the latter meaning being probably
intended in reply to a gnostic myth of a primitive first man lord of creation where κεφαλή was
ἀρχή power as in col 2 10 st irenaeus

recapitulation definition and meaning collins english Jan 24 2023

1 the act of recapitulating esp summing up as at the end of a speech 2 also called palingenesis
biology the apparent repetition in the embryonic development of an animal of the changes that
occurred during its evolutionary history compare caenogenesis 3 music

what is the recapitulation theory of the atonement Dec 23 2022

the problem arises when recapitulation becomes the sum total of all that christ did for believers
and in some systems such as eastern orthodoxy recapitulation is held in opposition to the idea of
substitutionary atonement this eliminates a crucial component of the biblical doctrine of the
atonement and of the gospel itself

recapitulation theory an overview sciencedirect topics Nov 21
2022

the word recapitulation captures the idea that the ontogeny of the child reenacts the phylogeny
of the human species in other words the development of the individual human being follows the
evolutionary history of the entire human species thus children s play passes through
developmental stages of the human race in an evolutionary sequence

irenaeus and recapitulation credo magazine Oct 21 2022

but one of the most significant aspects of irenaeus s theology articulated in against heresies is
his doctrine of recapitulation the notion that jesus christ recapitulated summed up all things in
his work of redemption see ephesians 1 10



recapitulate verb definition pictures pronunciation and Sep 19
2022

recapitulate verb ˌriːkəˈpɪtʃuleɪt formal also recap intransitive transitive verb forms to repeat
or give a summary of what has already been said decided etc to recapitulate briefly the three
main points are these recapitulate on something to recapitulate briefly on the three main points

recapitulation theory an overview sciencedirect topics Aug 19
2022

this theory states that ontogeny is a brief and incomplete recapitulation of phylogeny or that an
animal passes through stages in its development that are comparable to those which its ancestors
passed through during their evolution
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